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Diesel Machinery Co. Ltd (DMC)established in 1992, With the
success of God and efforts of the company esteemed staff that
enable DMC in a short time to be a dealer for leading brands in
the field of heavy equipment, industrial equipment and power
generation.
Needles to mention, DMC has acceled in suppling its brands with a
complete
after
sale
services
including
spare
parts
and
maintenance as well as customer support and training.
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Xuzhou Construction Machinery Group Co., Ltd. (XCMG) was founded in 1943.
Since then, XCMG has stood at the forefront of the Chinese construction
machinery industry and developed into one of the domestic industry's
largest, most influential, and most competitive enterprise groups with
the most complete product varieties and series.
XCMG is the 6th largest construction machinery company in the world.
It is ranked 65th in the list of China's Top 500 Companies, 44th in the
list of China's Top 100 Manufacturing Enterprises, and 4nd in the list of
China's Top 100 Machinery Manufacturers.
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Hyster-Yale Maximal Forklift (Zhejiang) Co. Ltd., Established in Feb.
2006, located in Lushan Industry Area with convenient transportation.
Maximal
specializes
in
material
handling
equipment
design
and
manufacture.
Currently employs 500 staff, with more than 230 professional and
technical personnel, more than 70 Technical R&D personnel. Maximal gained
7 national invention patents, more than 70 utility model and appearance
patents.
Maximal owns advanced parts processing center, robot welding equipment,
parts automatic hoist conveyor lines, coating lines, assembly lines,
forklifts performance test lines, parts test-bed and ERP information
management system.
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Founded in 1946, Weichai has over 80,000 employees worldwide. With the
annual revenue of more than 230 billion RMB in 2018, Weichai ranks the
84th among China’s top 500 enterprises, the 27th among China’s top 500
manufacturing enterprises, and the 2nd among China’s machinery industry
top 100 enterprises.
Weichai is a multi-field and multi-industry international group which
owns six business segments of powertrain, intelligent logistics,
automotive, construction machinery, luxury yacht, and finance & afterservices. Weichai Group has four listing companies which have five
stocks: Weichai Power（2338HK, 000338SZ）, Weichai Heavy Machinery
(00880SZ)， Asia star Bus（600213SH）and KION Group (DE000KGX8881). The
subsidiaries of Weichai Group spread all over Europe, North America,
Asia, and other regions, and its products are exported to more than 110
countries and regions.
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XCMG equipment specialize and pride themselves in offering a full and
comprehensive 24 x 7 services. We operate a wide range of equipment
utilized by our experienced trained and experienced team.
XCMG has integrated technological innovation and development to create
a series of products that represent the most advanced technologies in
China and around the world. These include a 2,000t all-terrain crane,
4,000t crawler crane, 12t heavy-duty loader (the largest in China),
100m aerial fire truck (the highest in Asia), and fourth-generation
intelligent road construction equipment, all of which have been hugely
influential in the global construction machinery industry. XCMG
currently has 2,156 valid registered patents, including 164 patents of
invention, and has developed more than 100 domestically manufactured
products. Technological innovation has become XCMG's key to unlocking
global markets.
Approved
Service Center of
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XCMG Saudi office depot we have a fully equipped workshop,
consisting of individual working days, complete with inspection
pits and XCMG equipments.
We know that reliable parts availability and strong service support
are vital to keep your machine working and earning.
That’s why the XCMG Saudi offers dependable, best-in-class parts
and service support at a local level, backed by a global
organization committed to delivering to your expectations.
XCMG service engineers are specialists, trained to get your XCMG
machine back to work as soon as is possible.
XCMG spare parts centre carry an inventory of common replacement
parts locally, which is supported by an efficient international
parts supply chain.
XCMG is working continuously to ensure that we continue to be bestin-class in parts and service support.
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DMC provides all kinds of construction, industrial and
power generation equipment and integrated with the nature
of the business and the implementation of construction and
industrial for various projects.
Also assists clients in identifying and determining the
required and appropriate equipment for their project.
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DMC Provides a modern transportation services since 2010,
offered a range of services for the transportation of
industrial and commercial goods in all regions of Saudi
Arabia.
And has an integrated and modern fleet of world-class
trucks of high efficiency and versatile trailers.
DMC focuses on the quality of the provided services, safety
and insurance as a key element in its dealing with
customers in Saudi Arabia.
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OKO was the original effective tyre sealant when
launched in the UK in 1978, has always been made in the
UK, and thanks to a programme of continuous development
and range extension since then, it remains the best. It
continues to be manufactured (with ISO 9001 and ISO
14001 certification for OKO’s entire operation) from
cutting-edge ingredients sourced from leading innovators
in chemical development.
Imitation may be the sincerest form of flattery, and in
the present day, there are many Tyre Sealant competitors
to OKO. Viewing their websites and literature, many of
their statistics, facts and statements stem from the
original OKO data and web site.

HOW OKO WORKS
 OKO Puncture free is applied to the tyre via the valve stem.
 The motion of the revolving tyre causes the product to coat the inner
surface of the tyre providing a main body of sealant protective, ready
to seal any puncture.
 When the tyre is punctured, air pressure forces OKO puncture free into
the hole and the tyre sealant compresses to form a strong permanent
airtight seal.
 The sealing action is virtually instantaneous and minimal air pressure
is lost
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DAMMAM BRANCH

JEDDAH OFFICE

Dammam Jubail Highway
Opposite Qatif Central Hospital
Dammam

+966 505212973

Riyadh Head office
920002395 / +966 (11) 4714789
info@dieselmachinery.com.sa
P.O Box 6469, Exit 17 Eastern Rind Road
Riyadh 14262- 3162 Saudi Arabia
www.dieselmachinery.com.sa
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